DECEMBER 18, 2008

MEETING MINUTES

Board Members Present
Jacqueline Watts, Acting Chair
Mark Pietanza, Vice
Paul Del Vecchio, Acting Vice Chair
Frank Bonuso
Jerry Hussey
Robert Moody Jr.
James Flaherty
William Sheehan

Board Members Absent
Michelle Kane

Others Present
G.W. Harrell, Executive Director, DBPR
Daniel Biggins, Legal Advisor, AGO
Andy D. Janecek, Government Analyst, DBPR
Jeff Kelly, Chief Prosecuting Attorney, DBPR
ADDITIONAL BUSINESS ENTITIES REVIEW

Division I Board members met for Additional Business Entities Review on December 18, 2008 from 9:31 – 10.52 a.m. Of the 22 applications reviewed, 19 were approved, 1 was approved with conditions and 2 were denied.

APPROVALS (19)
Acree, Brent
Baigorria, Carlos A
Brooks, Charles Clifford Jr.
Casey, Jesse
Castillo, Dagoberto
Ghazvini, Behzad
Gonzalez-Lauzan, Daniel
Guitreau, David
Guttveg, Gary
Lamphere, Laurence John
McDermott, Terry E
Nunez, Edward
Poulette, Randall
Reed, David Anthony
Roby Christopher
Romero, Jorge
Spreen, Richard P
Traxinger, Michael E
Zgarba, Jack

CONDITIONAL APPROVALS (1)
Cata, Teresa – Downgrade to Class B

DENIALS (2)
Pusheck, Robert George
Stevens, Wayne Andrew

APPLICATION REVIEW

Division I and II Board members met for Application Review on December 18, 2008 from 11:06 a.m. – 1:01 p.m. Of the 20 applications reviewed, 7 were approved, 2 were approved with conditions, 4 were continued and 4 were denied.

Division I

APPROVALS (4)
Bayzid, Karim
Fiorenza, Joseph Paul
Hannah, Jr., James Russell
Miller, Jesse Matthew

CONDITIONAL APPROVALS (1)
Freer, Michael E – probation for 2 years

DENIALS (4)
Brunow, Thomas Henry
Hernandez, Jr., Carlos A
Hunter, Brian Terence
Vonalt, Michael Robert

Division II

APPROVALS (5)
Barcella, Caesar
Laster, Michael Jerome
Massey, Mark Bryan
Shapiro, Billy Shawn
Zapen, Samuel James

CONTINUANCES (4)
Kennedy, Dennis Michael – continued to 02/09, waived deemer
Salusso, Sergio – continued to 02/09, pending discipline; didn’t ask for satisfaction of judgment
Sanchez, Viurniel – continued to 02/09, waived deemer, need new verifier
Villalonga, Lazaro – continued to 02/09, experience not verified in form, waived deemer

WITHDRAWN (1)
Smith, Shelley Nicole – application was never previously denied. Look into qualifications of builder’s license.

DENIALS (1)
Jaffe, Richard L

With no further business the meeting was adjourned at 1:01p.m.